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A Note from Fred:

In the Washington DC area, there are hundreds of office buildings, shopping 
centers, apartments, and homes for tenants to choose from. As a property 
manager, your challenge is to make them choose you—year after year.

As a commercial landscape company, it’s our job to make you stand out. 
To help you increase your property’s attractiveness to your tenants, we’ve 
prepared A Property Manager’s Guide: Landscaping Strategies that Will Make 

Your Tenants Love You. Inside these pages you will find landscaping ‘must-
haves’ that encourage tenants to stay right where they are—with you.

We sincerely hope you enjoy this guide, and if you have any questions or 
need assistance, feel free to reach out to us. We’re here to help.

Best Regards,

Fred Peratt, President 

Environmental Enhancements 

FredPeratt@eelandscaping.com 

www.eelandscaping.com 

703.421.7400
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Chapter 1:

Landscaping Design Strategies: 

Make Your Tenants Say ‘Wow’

You want a landscape design that’s sustainable, easy to manage, and budget-friendly. 
But your tenants don’t care about that. They want to live, work, and shop in buildings 
with beautiful, inviting outdoor spaces.

Fortunately, with careful planning, you can make everybody happy.

From your tenants’ perspective, your landscape design has a significant influence on 
how satisfied they are living and doing business in your building(s). People take pride 
in places they call their own. They want to get excited about inviting friends and family 
over, and they want to feel comfortable hosting a prospective customer in their place 
of business.

The key to optimal landscape design for large properties or areas with multiple units 
is to foster a sense of intimacy and cohesiveness. When you create a consistent ‘look 
and feel’ to your property, you meet a subliminal need for familiarity that people 
unknowingly seek as they go about their busy lives.
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Chapter 1

5 Strategic Landscape Design Areas to Think About

Ideally, your landscape designer has created a sense of place, flow, and alignment 
with your property’s surrounding environment, all without looking ‘forced’ or 
overdone. Not easy to do, but when you understand how a landscape designer 
thinks, you can evaluate your own property and figure out whether or not your 
designer has hit the mark.

Here are 5 key landscape design strategies you’ll want to be  

on the lookout for:

Theme. When choosing plantings and hardscapes, take the surrounding area 
into consideration. Is your building in a wooded area? A more natural setting 
would be a good fit, with shade-loving plants, redbuds, and dogwoods. Is your 
property located in the middle of a bustling city block? An Asian theme might be 
more suitable, with smaller trees and shrubs, a pachysandra ground cover, and 
intimate spaces for people to gather. Your tenants will be more inclined to enjoy 
a landscape that complements—as opposed to clashing with—the surrounding 
environment. 

Color. How do you want people to feel when they enter your property? Relaxed 
and mellow? (Think pastels.) Fired-up and ready-for-anything? (Try reds, oranges, 
and yellows.) To a large degree, the season will dictate your choices, but keep in 
mind that you are sending out a new ‘vibe’ each time you refresh your plantings.  
If you choose an English-garden style—a mix of flower colors, types, and 
heights—you might be tapping into a feeling of nostalgia. A massive show of solid 
colors says ‘Look at me’, which can be a good thing for attracting new tenants 
to your buildings. Leasing to a large organization that does serious business? 
Tone down the color and stick to a selection of hearty, green-leafed plants and 
ornamental trees.
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Repeats. Too many textures, colors, and plant varieties can create fatigue. If 
someone wanders from one end of the property to another, you want them to 
experience a sense of ease and familiarity. Rather than install an overabundance 
of varying specimens, choose a core set of plants and arrange them differently 
in multiple locations throughout the property. It’s okay to have more than one 
basic group of plant-types, but use garden shape, color balancing, and outdoor 
structures to create variety, rather than a whole new look for each nook and 
cranny.  

Segmenting. Tap into the natural topography of your property to create 
intimate spaces. A small hill, a brook, a cluster of trees—nature has already 
created a palette for you to work with. Use it! Then, by adding fences, gazebos, 
arbors, trellises, and pergolas, you can offer your tenants places to gather—and 
places to get away. Segmenting your property into defined spaces for people to 
recreate (or meditate) encourages people to spend time outdoors, and endears 
them to the places they’ve chosen to work and live.

Layers. Layering is essential for creating interest and ‘movement’ around a 
building or apartment complex. A strategically layered landscape is a critical—
yet subtle—part of a well-orchestrated master plan. Most people sense the lack 
when layering is not done properly; something feels amiss. Medium-size conifers 
flanked by billowy shrubs ending in a bed of impatiens create a ‘wave’ that piques 
interest—and soothes. Tiers of plants—from low to high—can draw the eye to a 
focal point, inviting a stressed-out employee, a frazzled young mother, or a weary 
shopper to sit for a moment in your gazebo.
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Think about how your property measures up in each of these five areas. Hopefully, 
your landscaping company has incorporated these strategic effects into your design, 
with a keen understanding of the impact each decision has on your tenants. 

But now that you know what to look for, you be the judge! If you don’t feel your 
landscaping company has optimized your property in all five areas, challenge them 
to do so or seek out a new solution. A qualified landscaping company can help you 
develop a phased approach that accommodates your current installation, the season, 
and your budget.

 

“When you understand 

how a landscape designer 

thinks, you can evaluate 

your own property.”

Chapter 1
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Chapter 2:

Commercial Landscaping: 

5 Paths to a Better Mood

Somewhere amidst the ‘busyness’ of managing your properties, be sure to take a 
moment to appreciate the positive impact you are having on customers, business-
owners, and tenants who occupy your buildings. 

Certainly, you are providing safe, clean, and functional places for them to live and 
work. But by paying close attention to the green spaces surrounding your buildings, 
you are also contributing to your clients’ overall mental health. According to a recent 
study conducted by Stanford University researchers, spending time in a natural setting 
has a “positive effect on mood and aspects of cognitive function—including working 
memory—as well as dampening effects on anxiety.” 

In other words, by creating peaceful outdoor spaces for people to sit, mill about,  
and visit in, you are offering a better way to cope with the stresses inherent in 
modern-day living.
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Beautiful Commercial Property Landscaping for Happier 
Customers

We all know how much better we feel when we spend time in nature. But in recent 
years, many of us have lost touch with our natural environment, which is taking an 
emotional toll on an alarmingly high number of people. 

This is where you come in. 

By deploying a thoughtful commercial landscaping strategy, you can 

make a significant difference in these 5 key areas of how people live 
and work:

Togetherness. Natural settings create community. Moving a conversation 
from an office to the patio, pausing to chat on a bench before heading from a car 
to a desk, or brown-bagging it in the shade of a maple tree all foster a sense of 
togetherness among the people who are living and working side-by-side in your 
buildings.

Focus. People concentrate better when surrounded by a natural setting. The 
stillness of a tree outside the window, the peacefulness of fluttering butterflies,  
or the quiet beauty of a flower garden have a clearing effect on cluttered minds.

Entertainment. Trees, shrubs, and flowers invite the birds and butterflies 
to settle in. Watching the antics of our winged friends—especially during the 
spring—can immediately change the tenor of an otherwise ho-hum business 
meeting. And if the windows easily open, birdsong makes it even better!
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Exercise. Attractive outdoor spaces encourage people to get up and move. 
Taking a break by the window, strolling in the garden, or even organizing a pick-up 
game of badminton works wonders for families, employees, and business owners 
who spend too much time in front of computers.

Mental Health. Nature has a direct, positive effect on people suffering from 
depression or anxiety. For those individuals dealing with mental health issues, 
spending even a little time during the day in a beautiful, natural setting helps to 
further their progress toward improved health.

Simply stated, research tells us that investing in beautiful outdoor spaces can improve 
peoples’ lives and change communities.

So now let’s get back to business. Who wouldn’t want to lease space in a facility that 
makes them feel better? Soothing spaces have the power to persuade. Once your 
tenants experience that ‘mysterious something’ at your site, they will be a lot more 
likely to stick around.
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Chapter 3:

Communications: 

Does Your Landscaping Company 

Call YOU?

Let’s take a moment to imagine your worst nightmare. Lazy Landscaping Company 

has just completed a pruning job on the trees bordering your building’s parking lot. 
Business owners and employees trickle out during the day, only to find a limb across 
the windshield, a scratched hood, work vehicles blocking the exit. (And the operators 
of said vehicles are all out to lunch. Why not? This is a nightmare!)

Who ya gonna call?

Unfortunately, the company whose crews would create such a mess will be unlikely 
to take responsibility for their negligence. And of course, your ability to resolve 
landscape-related issues with your tenants becomes compromised if you can’t get 
Lazy Landscaping Company to respond to your calls.

At first, it may appear that an open line of communication between you and your 
landscaping company makes YOUR life easier, and indeed it does. But a landscaping 
company that has a system in place for communicating with you makes your tenants 
happy, too. Your ability to resolve tenant complaints in a timely fashion will depend on 
how quickly—and responsibly—your landscaping company gets back to you.
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Setting expectations for your landscaping company

You have every right to set expectations about how you want your landscaping 
company to communicate with you. 

But make them go first. 

Let THEM tell YOU how they plan to keep you in the loop. How quickly do they 
respond to calls? Do they have an automated system? Do they rely on technology to 
keep you apprised of updates and let you know when you can expect them on the 
premises? 

Once you know how your landscaping company operates, here are 

some expectations we encourage you to set:

Your landscaping company should respond to all emails and phone calls within 
24 hours—whether you need a proposal or a problem resolved.

Crew members should alert you when they are on their way, and give you a short 
window of time during which you can expect them. (And by ‘short window,’ we 
don’t mean ‘sometime tomorrow.’)

You can only let your tenants know about scheduled work if your landscaping 
company has alerted you. Expect your landscaping company to clearly 
communicate to you about work that is to be performed, mark utilities before 
breaking ground on a project, and affix equipment with safety codes visible to 
pedestrians.

Chapter 3
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When crews are working on your property, you will want them to be cognizant of 
where their work vehicles are parked (not blocking cars, walkways, and exits), and 
to turn off loud machinery when pedestrians walk by.

For the safety of your residents, your landscaping company should always notify 
you when they are conducting turf treatments. Even better, they should post 
signs a day in advance—and on the day of—to warn tenants to stay off the grass 
for the requisite 24 hours.

And these are only a few examples. Ideally, your landscaping company will have a 
comprehensive communication plan that will totally ‘wow’ you. You should know at all 
times what services they are performing; whether they are conducting work, auditing 
the property, or fixing a problem.

Then take it up a notch. Find a landscaping company that will partner with you, rather 
than simply doing jobs for you. That way, the people you trust to take care of your 
property will always have an eye for the best way to keep your clients happy. You want 
a landscaping company that’s in the business of making you look good—and keeping 
you apprised of how they plan to make that happen.

 

4
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“Ideally, your landscaping 

company will have a 

comprehensive communication 

plan that will totally ‘wow’ you.”
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Chapter 4:

Snow and Ice Management: 

Be Prepared

What crosses YOUR mind when you see snow in the forecast? Something about hot 
chocolate and bunny slippers? 

Yeah, right. 

For property managers, snowy days mean messy properties—and long hours on the 
phone. But winter weather isn’t just an inconvenience; it’s also dangerous. When the 
responsibility for tenant safety rests on your shoulders, you need a Snow and Ice 
Management team you can count on.

So, the first step in preparing for inclement weather is to line up a reputable service 
provider. While this seems obvious, qualified providers are often deluged with phone 
calls on snowy days when shoddy teams fail to show up. Managing snow services 
is a complex process that involves assessing the property, scheduling crews and 
equipment, and setting up a communications strategy. A well-executed plan is almost 
impossible to pull off without advance notice.
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So how do you choose the right Snow and Ice Management company 

for you? We suggest you consider these 5 key things:

Start early. Begin the process of lining up your Snow and Ice Management 
provider at the end of the snow season. Yes, that means spring. By the time fall 
rolls around, your contract should be completed, signed, and ready to execute. 
Challenge each company to describe their process and tell you why you should 
choose them. Ask for references and call them.

Take inventory. Make a list of fire hydrants, sewer inlets, loading docks, trash 
receptacles—anything that needs to be accessible for day-to-day operations. 
While your Snow and Ice Management provider should do this for you, you’re the 

one who knows what key areas keep your properties running smoothly. 

Set up a plan. Know with certainty how your provider plans to tackle the work: 
what services are included, how jobs are prioritized, and what the timeline is. Your 
provider should be prepared to create a site map for you. What are the primary 
sidewalks? Secondary? Where will excess snow be stored? Which areas are most 
critical to access? 

Be clear on liability issues. Make sure your provider is fully insured and that 
safety controls are inherent in all Snow and Ice Management procedures. Ask 
them to tell you about it! Sometimes, providers who claim to have high safety 
standards can be a little vague about what that actually means.
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Talk about communications. Ideally, your provider should contact you to let 
you know they are preparing to mobilize as soon as bad weather is forecasted. 
Set the expectation that you will be updated throughout the storm, and that your 
Snow and Ice Management team is not going to rest until the job is complete.

Keep in mind that the DC area experiences snowfall ranging from one inch to over two 
feet. During a blizzard, even a top-notch service provider will be unable to guarantee 
complete access at all times. But tenants understand this—as long as you keep them 
informed. Set up a communications system to keep your tenants in the loop.

Once you have considered these 5 key areas and secured a reputable Snow and Ice 
Management provider, you can rest easy. As soon as you see the first snowflake, put 
those bunny slippers on, make some hot chocolate, and have fun watching the snow fall.  

5
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shoulders, you need a Snow and 

Ice Management team you can 

count on.”
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Chapter 5:

Environmentally-Friendly Landscaping: 

Tenants Care About the Planet 

Your tenants have children, pets, and bare feet in the summertime. They care about 
the environment, and when they find out you do, too, they will be more likely to 
choose your properties. Far too many landscaping companies are careless about their 
impact on the environment, and beyond meeting regulations, fail to make an effort to 
preserve our delicate ecosystem. 

And, of course, this reflects back on you.

Simply put, a sustainable landscape strategy optimizes the resources dedicated to 
design and maintenance while keeping waste to a minimum. Organic options are 
a plus, but synthetic programs can also incorporate best practices that reduce the 
harmful impact on the environment. Throughout the installation, your service provider 
should tailor a solution that best utilizes your property’s topography, climate, and the 
seasons so mother nature can do her thing. 

But when human intervention is required, you will want a system in place that reduces 
waste, run-off, and excessive caretaking. 
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How Environmentally Conscious is YOUR Landscaping Company?

In order to assess how environmentally conscious your provider is, you need to ask 
them. We suggest you do a deep dive with your company of choice in each of these 5 
areas:

Irrigation Systems. An efficiently operating irrigation system is a MUST for 
any environmentally-conscious solution. Your system should be optimized for 
each area of the property and synchronized with rainfall to avoid over or under-
watering. Sometimes, it’s the little things that count, like making sure spray 
heads aren’t aimed toward the street, the clocks are operating correctly, and the 
system has no major leaks. One potentially harmful oversight is failure to monitor 
backflow devices; making sure these devices are working properly protects 
potable water sources from becoming contaminated.

Waste removal. Maintaining your landscape necessarily creates debris: 
grass clippings, branches, dirt, run-off etc. Your provider should have a plan for 
removing, composting, and recycling wherever possible. They should NOT be 
dumping waste in natural (or hidden) areas of your property, or leave debris to 
pile up in streets, driveways, and in front of storm sewers. Yard waste scattered 
throughout the surrounding area can quickly end up in lakes and streams, 
clogging waterways and contaminating the water with chemicals.

Equipment Best Practices. One of the biggest threats to the environment 
is careless operation—and maintenance—of landscaping equipment. Ideally, 
equipment should skew toward low emissions and be properly maintained to 
maximize efficiency: engines tuned, blades sharpened, oil changed regularly and 
recycled. Proper handling of equipment also has an impact: scheduling trucks to 
minimize travel time, turning engines off rather than idling them, or something 
as simple as not mowing grass too short. Short grass invites more weeds—and 
requires heavier doses of fertilizer.

Chapter 5
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Training and Certifications. Chemicals in the landscaping industry continue 
to evolve; they have become more targeted, more effective, and in some cases, 
more potent. Crews should be highly-trained on the use of chemicals so that 
fertilizers and insecticides are used sparingly, are well-contained, and are 
disposed of properly. It’s not unusual to see a careless landscaping company 
indiscriminately spraying chemicals all over a lawn—unnecessarily so—and failing 
to post warning signs before, during, and after each application. Anyone applying 
chemicals should have an almost encyclopedic knowledge about where and 
when to apply, and how to determine the threshold for treatment.

Organic Options. Imagine if you were moving into a new residence or place 
of business and you discovered the lawn care in your new building was 100% 
organic. Wouldn’t you be thrilled? Not all landscaping companies have organic 
options, but if they do, you might want to explore them. Organic solutions 
have come a long way; they are highly effective, and are not all that much more 
expensive than synthetics. (In the long run, they can even cost you less because 
the property becomes more healthy.) Organic solutions are good for birds, bees, 
and butterflies—all of the natural pollinators that make your property so inviting. 
Plus, on a personal level, you can feel good about doing your part to promote the 
health of our planet.

Once you have a clear understanding of your landscaping provider’s attitudes—and 
approach—toward environmentally conscious care for your property, you can feel 
confident that everyone involved is doing the right thing for you, your tenants, and the 
community at large. 

But don’t stop there. Now that you know what to look for, be sure and conduct some spot 
checks every now and then. Even though a company may have environment-friendly core 
values, if they are not adequately communicating standard operating procedures to their 
crews, you may not be getting the type of service you thought you were.

Chapter 5
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Conclusion:

A comprehensive landscaping strategy endears tenants to the places they live, work 
and play. Paying close attention to design themes, inviting spaces, winter safety, and 
the environment will have a significant impact on your customer’s experience—and 
satisfaction. And definitely insist that your landscaping company be pro-active about 
communicating with you so you can keep your tenants informed.

While some of your investments in landscape improvements will be obvious, a lot of 
them won’t. For example, when customers DON’T slip and fall on icy sidewalks, they 
might not notice that you’re the one who made sure the walkways were clear. Private 
places to sit might never be discovered without welcoming signage to show the way. 
And how will someone know you are using environmentally-conscious solutions unless 
you tell them?

In other words, to maximize your ROI, your tenants need to be educated about the 
choices you’ve made to support their well-being, enjoyment, and safety. Publish 
regular articles in your community newsletter, post signs and markers, make 
announcements at tenant meetings. You’re doing right by your tenants and they 
should know about it!

After all, isn’t that why you’re in this business? When tenants know you care about 
them, that’s something you can feel good about, too. 
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About Environmental  
Enhancements:
Since 2001, Environmental Enhancements has been providing complete landscaping 
services for commercial properties in the Washington, DC metropolitan area. Our core 
principles are founded on trust, accountability, and a high standard of excellence in 
service. 

We begin all our commercial client relationships with a face-to-face meeting because  
we care about what’s important to you. We take time to listen, and to develop a plan 
that serves your needs—not just for today, but over the next three to five years.

Here’s what you can expect when you work with us:

• A phased approach to fit your budget and your needs

• Honest recommendations about what you DON’T need

• Clarity on how to optimize services within your budget

• Guidance on how to ‘fix’ what’s not working for you today

• A professional design that attracts businesses and residents to your property

• An eye for aesthetic and function that increases your property value

• Long-term maintenance planning and associated budget

• Trained landscaping professionals caring for your property

We value your business, and we’ll make sure you know it. If you are looking for a 
landscaping partner who cares about what’s important to you, you’ve come to the  
right place.

We offer complete landscaping services: design, maintenance, irrigation, and snow & ice 
management. We also offer organic options. If you are located in the Washington DC 
metropolitan area, call us to find out how we can help.
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